
Index

Note: page numbers in italics refer to figures and tables. Illustrations in the Plate Section are identified by

‘Fig. number (Plate)’

afferent stimulation, repetitive 142

alpha adrenergic neurotransmission 103

AMPA postsynaptic receptors 5

amphetamine, practice-induced plasticity 101–3

amputation 205–14

cortical excitability changes 209

cortical plasticity 239–41

cortical reorganization 240–1

cortical representation of limb 207–8

corticospinal excitability 207, 208

intracortical facilitation/inhibition 211, 212

MEP amplitude 206

motor map changes 207–9

motor reorganization extent 240–1

motor thresholds 206–7

phantom limb pain 239–41

spinal cord plasticity 213–14

stump musculature control 207–8

surgical reattachment of hands 209

TMS changes 207, 240–1

transmitter systems in cortical plasticity 212–13

amygdala 10

anaerobiosis, metabolic switch 167

athletes 113

auditory cortex 238

plasticity in blindness 237–8

auditory hallucinations 255

auditory system 79

autonomic dysreflexia 223

badminton players 113

Barthel Index 174, 275

behaviour, normal 119–20

behavioural change

brain plasticity 108

plastic change flexibility 115

Bier’s block 212–13

blindness

auditory discrimination task region 233

auditory plasticity 237–8

cortical plasticity 232–7

early onset 233–6, 237–8

embossed Roman letters reading 233

late onset 236–7

mismatch negativity 232

non-visual modality enhancement

232–3

occipital cortex activity 234

tactile discrimination 233

TMS studies 233–7

see also Braille reading

blood-oxygen level dependent (BOLD) activation

266

occipital cortex 119

pharyngeal stimulation Fig. 11.3 (Plate)

bradykinesia 158

Braille reading 113, 114, 115

cortical activation correlation with tactile

stimulation of finger pads 118–19

cortical representation enlargement of reading

finger 117–18

grating orientation discrimination task 118

occipital cortex activation 233, 236

sensorimotor cortex
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Braille reading (cont.)

change stability 115–16

representations 117, 118

skill acquisition 117–19

somatosensory perceptions 236

TMS studies 233–7

visual cortex activation 204

brain

behavioural change 108

excitability influence by TMS 290–3

functional imaging 168–73

plasticity 107–8

learning 107

long-term reorganization 112–13

maladaptive 109

normal behaviour 119–20

pathological conditions 107–8

poststroke recovery 168

rapid changes 108–9, 110, 111–12

practice effects 107

c-fos 167

Canadian stroke scale 275

central motor conduction delay (CMCD) 69, 70

central motor conduction times (CMCT) 175

central nervous system (CNS)

plasticity 135

spinal cord injury-induced organization

changes 214

cerebello-cortical inhibition 40

cerebral hemispheres

activity-dependent competition 75, 76–8

asymmetry for regulation of

emotion/behaviour in prefrontal lobes

251–2

changes in intact in dysphagia recovery 239

interhemispheric asymmetries in stabilized

stroke 183–9, 190

intrasubject differences 173, 174

progressive balancing with poststroke

improvement 188–9, 190

sensorimotor symmetrical organization

172–3

transcallosal inhibition from contralateral 267

see also stroke, affected hemisphere; stroke,

unaffected hemisphere

cerebral ischemia models, focal 167

cerebral palsy, spastic

hemiplegic

corticospinal axon increase 72, 74

corticospinal projections 75, 76

inhibitive casting of affected limbs 81

limb restraint 81–2

quadriplegic 75, 76

constraint-induced movement therapy (CIMT)

81, 180–3

constraint-induced therapy (CIT) 276–7

corpus callosumhypertrophy inmusicians 112–13

cortex

association sites for visual and somatosensory

information 235

auditory 237–8

deep nuclei targeting via superficial inputs 248

GABA-mediated inhibition 9

hypometabolism in depression 295

injury and physical therapy in reorganization

274

midline structure control 270

neocortex 7, 8

orbitofrontal 255

parietal 127

primary somatosensory 168

pyriform 10

sensorimotor 63, 218

sensory 1, 45, 168

see also dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC);

motor cortex; occipital cortex; prefrontal

cortex; premotor cortex; visual cortex

cortical inhibitory circuits 221, 222

cortical maps see motor maps

cortical plasticity

amputation 239–41

blindness 232–7

dysphagia 238–9

functional role 231–41

functionally beneficial effects 232–7

functionally detrimental effects 239–41

GABA-releasing cortical interneurons 212

sensory-induced 277–9

stimulation-induced 292

TMS influence 293–4

transmitter systems 212–13

cortico-cortical inhibition/facilitation 40

cortico-lingual pathway 271
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cortico-pharyngeal projections 271–2

cortico-propriospinal projections, ipsilateral 270

cortico-reticular projections, ipsilateral 270

cortico-striatal-pallido-thalamic (CSPT) circuits

255

corticomotoneuronal projection persistence 71

corticomotoneuronal system 80

corticospinal axons 63

competition for synaptic space 81

competitive advantage 81

conduction velocity development 71

count in medullary pyramids 74

development in humans 65, 66, 67

diameters in humans 71

excitation by TES 217

fast conducting ipsilateral/contralateral from

intact hemisphere 72

number increase in spastic hemiplegic cerebral

palsy 72, 74

plasticity critical period 80

withdrawal in humans 69

withdrawal in monkeys 64

corticospinal fibres, ipsilateral 167, 176–7

corticospinal innervation 65, 67

corticospinal neurons 214

corticospinal projections

cat studies of contralateral inhibition 75, 77

competition 75, 77

competitive disadvantage following unilateral

lesions 77–8

hypertrophy 63

induced ipsilateral 63–4

limb restraint effects 81

monkeys 64

persistence of ipsilateral/contralateral following

unilateral brain damage 73–5

reorganization following corticospinal lesions

in humans 72

spastic hemiplegic cerebral palsy 75, 76

spastic quadriplegic cerebral palsy 75, 76

stroke in babies at birth 78

subprimate mammals 63–4

corticospinal synapses

activity-dependent competition for space

76–8

activity-dependent development 80

monkeys 64

corticospinal system/tract

amplitude ratio 70

brain damage site in childhood 62

central motor conduction delay 69, 70

conduction velocity 215

descending volleys 26–7, 28

muscle contraction effect 30–1

developmental plasticity 62–82

in humans 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71–82

in monkeys 64–5

in rat 63–4

excitability 207, 208

changes 205–6, 211

training after stroke 183

myelination onset in humans 67

perinatal lesions 80

plasticity 81

postnatal lesions 63

reorganization following lesions in humans

72

spinal cord development effects 79

spinal cord injury

functional reorganization induction 214

impact on transmission 214–15

spinal site of adaptation 217

spinal motoneurons 204

uncrossed axons in mature humans/monkeys

71

D waves 27, 28

initiation 27

latency 28

recruitment 27, 30, 31, 32

deafferentation 292

cortical area expansion 218

cortical plasticity 294

corticospinal excitability 207, 208

motor threshold effects 207

rapid reorganization 210

transmitter systems in cortical plasticity

212–13

deep brain stimulation (DBS) 295, 296

depression 252

cortical hypometabolism 295

hemispheric asymmetry in control 252–3,

254

rTMS 295
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diaschisis 170

direct current (DC) stimulation 141–2

kinematic cortical movement representation

plasticity 156–7

visual cortex plasticity 156

disinhibition, stroke-lesion induced 170–1,

177–8

dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC)

obsessive–compulsive disorder 255

stimulation 251, 253

working memory process role 253–4

dysphagia

cortical plasticity 238–9

pharyngeal representation in unaffected

hemisphere 272, 280, Fig. 11.1 (Plate)

recovery 239, 272–3

unaffected hemisphere 280

rTMS with sensory stimulation 282

stroke patients 238–9

mechanism 271–2, Fig. 11.1 (Plate)

swallowing effects of pharyngeal stimulation

in 279, Fig. 11.4 (Plate)

dystonia

focal of arm 45

focal task-specific 111

rTMS

effects 45, 247

treatment 257–8, 295–6

task-specific 109, 111–12

electroconvulsive shock treatment (ECT)

295

electroencephalogram (EEG), advanced 169

electromyogram (EMG) 36, 219

latency 32

emotion regulation 252

epilepsy 293

rTMS 295

stimulation-induced plasticity 158

excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSP) 8

F waves 37

field potentials (FP), extracellular 8

finger movements in stroke patients

170–1

forced-use therapy in stroke 182–3

frontal cortex, deep nuclei targeting 248

GABA

activity

enhancers 35

stroke 177–8

LTP-related local inhibition reduction 143

LTP-related mechanisms of recovery of

function 101

GABA-mediated inhibition, cortical 9

GABA receptors 101

GABA-related disinhibition of intracortical

networks 294

GABA-releasing cortical interneurons 212

GABAA receptor blockers 155

GABAA receptors

intracortical disinhibition 177–8

intracortical inhibition 98–9, 152–3,

154

mechanisms 290

paired-pulse inhibition 96

plastic motor cortex 213

stimulation-induced plasticity cancellation

147–9

GABAb system 42, 290

GABAergic agents 213

GABAergic inhibition

LTP induction in cortical synapses 101

reduction 154–5

gene knockout technique 12–13

gene targeting 12–13

Gilles de la Tourette’s syndrome 257–8

glutamate 167

glutamate receptor activation 213

glutamatergic activity, intracortical disinhibition

177–8

grating orientation discrimination task 118

guitar playing, dystonia 111–12

H reflexes 37, 138

amputation 206

spinal cord injury 216

hand

motor output area 173

replantation and corticospinal excitability 207,

208, 209

sensorimotor areas

control 171–3

function in poststroke recovery 167
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primary 172

stroke 173

heat shock genes 167

hemiplegia development after stroke in babies at

birth 78

hippocampus

learning 10

long-term potentiation 8–9

neurogenesis 7

horizontal fibres 3–4

modification 8–9

horizontal pathways, intrinsic 4

hsp 70 167

hyperglycemia 167

hyperthermia 167

I-wave facilitation 40, 41

I waves 27, 28, 28

cortical excitability 31

recruitment 27, 30

repetitive firing 27

suppression 42

imaging, functional

rTMS 46–7

see also magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),

functional (fMRI)

immediate–early gene families 167

interhemispheric inhibition 38, 39–40

motor cortex of musicians 112–13

interleukin 1 (IL-1) 166

interventional paired associative stimulation

(IPAS) 149–54

behavioural relevance 157–8

neuronal activation induced by voluntary

movement changes 157–8

stimulation-induced plasticity mechanisms

154–5

intracortical facilitation (ICF) 290

amputation 211, 212

mechanisms 172, 177–8

short-latency 40–1, 44

spinal cord injury 214

stroke 172, 177–8

intracortical inhibition (ICI) 290

amputation 211, 212

GABAA receptors 98–9, 152–3

long-latency 40, 41, 42

mechanisms 172, 177–8

modulation 95–6, 97, 98–9

paired-pulse facilitation 145

paired-pulse inhibition 96, 97, 98, 145

practice-induced 96, 97, 98

reduction in stroke patients 171

short interval 290

short-latency 39, 40–1, 42

somatosensory afferent input-induced 153

spinal cord injury 214

stroke 172, 177–8

see also long-latency intracortical inhibition

(LICI); short-latency intracortical

inhibition (SICI)

intracortical inhibitory circuits 180–1

intracortical microstimulation (ICMS) 274

ion channel blockers, voltage-gated 213

ischemic nerve block (INB) 154–5

cooperativity of stimulation-induced plasticity

143–5

cortical adaptation 218

deafferented limb 211

input-specificity of stimulation-induced

plasticity 146–7

transmitter systems in cortical plasticity

212–13

jun B 167

Kallman’s syndrome 73

knowledge, declarative

conversion to procedural knowledge 109

dual learning task 124

lactic acid accumulation after stroke 167

language acquisition 237

lateral fibres see horizontal fibres

learning

amygdala 10

brain changes 107

cellular mechanisms 7

consolidation processes 52

hippocampus 10

long-term potentiation 11–14

MI 13–14

motor maps 111

NMDA receptors 14
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learning (cont.)

pyriform cortex 10

see also sequence learning

learning–synaptic plasticity–LTP hypothesis 11

leg muscle, contracting 32

lingual paralysis 273

locomotion

recovery in incomplete spinal cord injury 222

spinal interneurone excitability changes 214

long-latency intracortical inhibition (LICI) 40,

41, 42

long-term depression (LTD) 1, 5, 6, 291–2

induction 150–1, 293

MI plasticity 8, 13

stimulation methods 101

synaptic 9–10

long-term potentiation (LTP) 1, 5–6, 291–2,

293

associativity 143, 149

cooperativity 143–5

at cortical synapses with TMS 48

decay 15

GABA receptors 36

GABA role in recovery of function 101

induction 101, 150

input-specificity 143, 146–7

interventional paired associative

stimulation-induced plasticity 149–54

learning 11–14

memory 11, 12–13

MI 13–14

plasticity 8–9

models in human motor cortex 142–54

motor learning 6, 13–14

NMDA-dependent mechanisms 213

NMDA receptors 11–12, 36

properties 143

rTMS in mood disorders 253

saturation 11, 14–15

synaptic efficacy

alteration 100

learning-induced 11–14

synaptogenesis/synaptic remodelling 7–8

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)

event-related 157

functional (fMRI) 168–9

constraint-induced movement therapy in

stroke 180

contralateral limbmovement in stroke 266–7

pharyngeal stimulation imaging 278,

Fig. 11.3 (Plate)

rTMS 47

sensorimotor reorganization after stroke 170

stroke affected hemisphere 183

mapping coil location 289

pharyngeal motor map Fig. 11.4 (Plate)

see also blood-oxygen level dependent (BOLD)

activation

magnetoencephalography (MEG) 169

constraint-induced movement therapy in

stroke 180, 182

stroke affected hemisphere 183, 184–5

masking, backward 49, 51

membrane polarization 290

memory

cellular mechanisms 7

long-term potentiation 11, 12–13

MI role 10–15

memory cells 2–3

MEP

absence of contralateral in stroke 268

amplitude 26, 290, 291

amputation 206

corticospinal system excitability changes 206

with direct current stimulation 141–2

evoked by TMS 136, 139, 140, 141–2

excitability assessment 289

increase blocking by GABAA receptor

blockers 155

with ischemic nerve block 143, 144–5, 146

pharyngeal 281

practice-induced changes 92

recruitment curves 219, 220

repetitive afferent stimulation 142

resting with IPAS 150–4

spinal cord injury 217

stimulation-induced plasticity cancellation

147–8

facilitation 48

direct current stimulation 141–2

ipsilateral 176–7, 267

eliciting 268

functional outcome 268–9
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pathways 270

recovered stroke patients 273

latency

with D wave recruitment 30

increase in spinal cord injury 221

increase in stroke affected hemisphere 183

muscles proximal to amputated limb 207

pharyngeal 273

recruitment curve 290

spinal cord lesions 215–16

stroke

affected hemisphere 184, 185

outcome prediction 175, 176, 267

MI (primary motor cortex) 2–3

adaptation to force fields 2

cortical motoneuron clusters 167

cortico-cortical inputs 168

functional plasticity 3

functional topography 2

hand area mapping 274, 275

horizontal fibres 4

plasticity 8–10, Fig. 1.2 (Plate)

layer II/III intracortical connections 9, 10

learning 13–14

long-term potentiation 9, 13–14

memory 10–15

motor consolidation 3

motor learning 10–15

learning-induced increases in synaptic

efficacy 11–14

skill learning 10–11, Fig. 1.3 (Plate)

motor memory 3

postsynaptic neuron excitability 6

single-cell plasticity 3

skill learning-induced changes 2

synaptic plasticity 13–14, Fig. 1.5 (Plate)

trained 10–11, Fig. 1.4 (Plate)

middle cerebral artery (MCA) 167

mood, intracarotid amytal tests 252

mood disorders 253

mood regulation 252

lateralized 254

valence theory 251, 252, 253

motoneuron(s)

activation 204, 206

clusters in MI 167

development in humans 65, 66

excitability measurement 37

pool

activation 206

central conduction delay with motor cortex

215

descending corticospinal connection

continuity in spinal cord injury 216

innervation in humans 67, 72

α-motoneuron development 80

motor activity

organization modification 90

voluntary and sensory feedback 168

motor areas

pre-stroke organization 170

stimulation via transcallosal connections 247

motor behaviour changes 156

IPAS effects 157–8

motor control problems 111, 112

motor cortex

across-representation plasticity 147

arm representation disinhibition 98–9, 100

associative LTP 149

brain damage site in childhood 62

central conduction delay to motoneuron pool

215

corticospinal lesions in humans 72

critical periods for plasticity 79

direct current stimulation 156–7

disinhibition facilitation of plasticity 98–9, 100,

153, 155

excitability

abnormalities 158

assessment 140, 288–90

changes in circuitry 205

changes with repetitive movement 96, 97, 98

changes with training 92–3

dependence on use 95

depression in non-stimulated area 140–1

factors 290

increase correlation to target muscle use

182–3

intervention-induced changes in stroke

179–83

in neurological/psychiatric disorders 155

explicit colour sequence acquisition 126

facilitatory changes 292

GABA role in lesions 101
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motor cortex (cont.)

GABAergic inhibition reduction 154–5

horizontal fibres 3

hypertrophy 63

inhibitory circuits 41–2

interhemispheric inhibition 38, 39–40

musicians 112–13

interventional paired associative

stimulation-induced plasticity 149–54

intracortical inhibition modulation 95–6, 97,

98–9, 100

ipsilesional cortex reorganization 78–9

long-term potentiation models 142–54

movement memory 93–4, 95, 99

movement organization 95

movement-related activation 156

paired-pulse intracortical

inhibition/facilitation 145

pharyngeal 278, 280, Fig. 11.4 (Plate)

rTMS 280–2

plastic reorganization

disuse-related change 116

long-term 112–13

with skill acquisition 113

stability 115–16

practice-induced plasticity in humans 90–104

gating by intracortical inhibition 99

pharmacological enhancement 101–3

pharmacological intervention 98–9, 100

prevention by NMDA receptor blockers 100

pyramidal output cells 150

reaction time movement interruption by TMS

49, 50

reorganization 1, 72

representational plasticity 91

restructuring 1

sensory input changes 277–8

somatotopic organization

mapping 33–5

variability 209–10

spinal cord injuries and weakened inhibition

217

stimulation-induced plasticity 292

cancellation 147–9

clinical applications 158–9

cooperativity 143–5

functional relevance 155–9

healthy subjects 155–8

input-specificity 146–7

mechanisms 154–5

during reduced cortical inhibition 143–9

stimulation interference with motor learning

157

swallowing 278–9, Fig. 11.3 and 11.4 (Plate)

model 278

rTMS 279–82

synaptic excitability of inhibitory/excitatory

neural circuits 145

TES of corticospinal output of hand area 26–9

TMS

corticospinal output of hand area 29

in humans 67, 68, 69, 70, 72, 73

intact with one-sided motor cortex damage

72, 73

repetitive 101

transcallosal connections 247, 248

transcortical reflexes 47

use-dependent plasticity 95–6, 97, 98–103

see also MI (primary motor cortex)

motor evoked potential see MEP

motor function tests 182

motor learning

long-term potentiation 13–14

MI role 10–15

motor cortex stimulation interference 157

plasticity induction 90

motor maps

amputation-induced changes 207–9, 210

asymmetry in stroke affected hemisphere 183,

184

centre of gravity 33, 91–2

amputation 207

constraint-induced movement therapy 181,

182

changes with lesions 204–5

complex motor sequence learning 91

constraint-induced movement therapy in

stroke 180–1

guiding cues for sequence learning 127, 128

learning 111

MRI scan 289

muscle immobilization 95

muscles of badminton players 113

pharyngeal Fig. 11.4 (Plate)
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piano playing 110, 111

plasticity 1–3, Fig. 1.1 (Plate)

excitability 6

investigation 288–90

long-term potentiation 5–6

mechanisms 4–8

substrate 3–4

reading finger of Braille readers 113, 114,

115–16

spinal cord injury 216–18

synchronous movement performance 91–2

task performance 111

motor memory

disinhibition role in consolidation 99

generation 93–4, 95, 99

motor performance

attention in modulation of gains 93

silent period duration 179

motor practice 90

motor projections, ipsilateral 267–8

motor skills

acquisition of fine 91

performance gain retention 101

motor system excitability 136, 137, 138–40

motor thresholds

amputation 206–7

deafferentation effects 207

determination in stroke 174

stroke 175

movement

mirror 265–6

performance of synchronous 91–2

repetitive and corticomotoneuronal system

excitability changes 91

movement disorders, rTMS treatment 256–8

muscarinic acetylcholine receptor blocker 99,

100–1

muscarinic receptor activation 294

muscle

cortical map representation changes 204–5

descending motor commands 204

facilitation 175

immobilization motor maps 95

maximum voluntary contraction 219

MEP amplitude recruitment curves 219

motor performance with increased/repetitive

use 183

sensory feedback requirement 204

skilled use 204

spinally mediated flexion withdrawal/stretch

reflexes 79–80

musical instrument playing 109, 110, 111

practice 111, 112, 113

sequence learning 119

musicians, professional 112–13

myoclonus, cortical 158

neglect, TMS improvement of performance 51

neocortex

field potential amplitude 8

structural stability 7

neural circuits, synaptic excitability of

inhibitory/excitatory 145

neurogenesis 6, 7

neuronal network reorganization 170

neuronal plasticity 135

neurotransmitter systems 254

nitric oxide 166

NMDA receptor blockers 35, 100

LTP induction 154

NMDA receptors

activation 11–12, 80, 100

cortical plasticity 294

deafferentation-induced plasticity 213

LTD induction 10, 293

LTP induction 11–12, 101, 154, 155

cortical LTP dependency 143

expression in humans 80

learning 14

long-term depression 10, 293

long-term potentiation 9, 100

induction 11–12, 101, 154, 155

stimulation-induced plasticity cancellation by

blockade 147–9

obsessive compulsive disorder 255–6

occipital cortex

activation

in Braille reading 233

congenital blindness 238

differential with age of blindness onset

237

blood-oxygen level dependent (BOLD)

activation 119
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occipital cortex (cont.)

Braille reading 236

function in blind individuals 234, 235–6

tactile discrimination task 236

ocular dominance plasticity 79

oculo-manual transfer 126

orbitofrontal cortex 255

overuse syndrome 111

oxygen free radicals 166

pain, central 159

paired-pulse facilitation 145

paired-pulse inhibition 96, 97, 98

intracortical 145

pallidum, deep brain stimulation (DBS) 295

paresis, TMS abnormality correlation in stroke

176

parietal association area 235

parietal cortex 127

Parkinson’s disease

depression 252

repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation

(rTMS) 44

rTMS 45

effects 158

treatment 256–7

TMS therapeutic use 295

peripheral muscle atrophy 215–16

peripheral nerve injury 204

peroxynitrite 166

pharyngeal muscles, repeated electrical

stimulation 142, 278

physical rehabilitative therapy 273–7

animal studies 274

stroke 182–3

TMS evidence for reorganizational potential

274–7

piano playing

motor maps 110, 111

practice methods 111, 112

platelet activating factor (PAF) 166

platelet aggregation 166–7

positron emission tomography (PET) 168–9

contralateral limb recovery in stroke 265–6

rTMS 46–7

sensorimotor reorganization after stroke

170

post-tetanic potentiation 292

poststroke recovery 167

prefrontal cortex

awareness 123–6

domain-specific theory 123

dorsolateral functions 124

hemispheric asymmetry for regulation of

emotion/behaviour 251–2

object information 124

sequence learning 122–6

sensory modality of guiding cue 125–6

spatial information 124

ventrolateral functions 124

see also dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC)

premotor cortex 168

activation poststroke 170

rTMS effects 45

sensorimotor reorganization 170, 171

premotor-primary motor cortex inhibition 40

pyramidal cells

motor pathways of amputated limb 210–11

multiple axon collaterals 210

output 150

pyramidal decussation 29

Rankin scale 174

rehabilitation, neurological 264–82

pharyngeal model of swallowing motor cortex

280–2

physical approaches 273–7

physiotherapy in stroke 182–3

rTMS in swallowing motor cortex 279–80

sensory input modulation 277

resting motor threshold (RMT) 139

retinal activity blockade 75–6

retinotopy 1

Roman letters, embossed 233

scalp mapping for EMG amplitude 33, 34

centre of gravity 33

piano playing 109, 110, 111

synchronous movement performance

91–2

schizophrenia 254

sensorimotor cortex

postnatal lesions 63

spinal cord injury 218
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sensory cortex

primary 168

reorganization 1

rTMS response 45

sensory–motor integration, increased demand

111

sequence learning 119, Fig. 5.5 (Plate)

abstract representations 127

brain regions 121–2

colour cues 123, 124–6, Fig. 5.6 and Fig. 5.7

(Plate)

cue dependence 126–7, 128

deficits 121

dual task 124–6, Fig. 5.7 (Plate)

explicit 122

guiding cues 126–7, 128

implicit 122, 124, 127

model 121–3

neuronal mechanisms 121

position cues 124–6, Fig. 5.7 (Plate)

prefrontal cortex 122–6

sensory guiding cue 122, 125, 126

sensory information 122

serial response time task 120–1

spatial cues 123, Fig. 5.6 (Plate)

stimulus cue and response 124–6, Fig. 5.6 and

Fig. 5.7 (Plate)

sequencing 119–20

serial response time task (SRTT) 120–1, 123,

Fig. 5.6 (Plate)

dual task 124, Fig. 5.7 (Plate)

short-latency intracortical facilitation (SICF)

40–1

short-latency intracortical inhibition (SICI) 39,

40–1, 42

silent period (SP) duration with stroke 178–9

single photon emission computed tomography

(SPECT) 168–9

skill learning 14–15, 107–29

Braille reading 113, 114, 115

cortical activation pattern change 111

plastic reorganization 111

long-term 112–13

sensorimotor cortical representations 117, 118

somatosensory cortex, primary (SI) 168

somatosensory evoked potentials (SSEPs) in

stroke 175–6

somatosensory system

afferent input-induced intracortical inhibition

153

critical periods for experience-dependent

plasticity 79

somatotopy 1

spasticity, silent period duration 179

spatiotemporal maps, allocentric/egocentric

168

spinal cord

autonomic pathways 223

development effects of descending motor

pathway activity 79

plasticity following amputation 213–14

spinal cord injury 214–19, 220, 221–3

activity-dependent plasticity 222

autonomic studies 223

CNS organization changes 214

cortical function plastic changes 218–19, 220,

221–3

cortical inhibitory circuitry 219, 221–2

cortical representation of muscles 216–18

corticospinal conduction velocity 215

corticospinal facilitation 219

corticospinal output inhibition 222

descending corticospinal connection

continuity to motoneuron pool 216

discomplete subjects 215–16

locomotion with incomplete lesion 222

long latency responses 219

MEPs 215–16, 217

motor cortex weakened inhibition 217

motor function recovery 222

motor maps 216–18

peripheral muscle atrophy 215–16

sensorimotor cortex 218

TES 217

TMS 216–17, 219, 220, 221

use-dependent plasticity/adaptation 222–3

spinal electrical stimulation (SES) 206

spinal interneurons 204

excitability 213–14

spinal motoneuronal pool innervation in humans

67, 72

spinal motor centre development regulation 80

spinal neurone innervation prior to birth in

humans 65
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spinal reflex pathway excitability 37

stroke 166–8

activation in undamaged hemisphere 171

affected hemisphere

abnormalities 183–9, 190

activation 265

constraint induced therapy 276–7

lingual paralysis recovery 273

mechanisms in recovery process 269

residual perilesional activity 267

amphetamine effects on motor recovery 103

aphasia recovery 266–7

central motor conduction times 175

cerebral hemisphere balancing 188–9, 190

chronic stage of illness 179–80

conditions causing plastic changes 179

constraint-induced movement therapy 81,

180–3

corticospinal axon count 74

corticospinal excitability with training 183

cytokine reactions 166

deficit mechanism 271–2

disinhibition induction 170–1, 177–8

dysphagia 238–9, 271–2

recovery 272–3

evoked responses from affected hemisphere

188, 189

excitability threshold in affected hemisphere

184

finger movements 170–1

fMRI for contralateral limb movement

266–7

forced-use therapy 182–3

functional deficit 271

functional imaging 168–73, 265–7

functional outcome correlates 267

GABA activity 177–8

hand area 187–8

sensorimotor 173, 192–3

somatosensory centres 191

hand representation functional remodelling

274, 275

hemispheric imbalance 51

heterosynaptic long-term potentiation-like

mechanisms 192

interhemispheric asymmetries in stabilized

183–9, 190, 192–3

intervention-induced effects on motor

reorganization 180–3

intracortical facilitation/inhibition 172, 177–8

ipsilateral uncrossed corticospinal fibres 176–7

ischemic penumbra 166

latency on affected hemisphere 185–6

lesion location in affected hemisphere 187–9,

190

lingual paralysis 273

MEP prediction of outcome 175, 176

metabolic switch to anaerobiosis 167

midline model of mechanism of recovery 272–3

midline motor function recovery 270–1

motor cortex excitability intervention-induced

changes 179–83

motor output 184–5, 186

motor thresholds 175

determination 174

muscle strength increase 48

neuronal death 166, 167

oxygen free radicals 166

paresis 176

PET in contralateral limb recovery 265–6

physical rehabilitative therapy 182–3, 273–4

plastic reorganization phenomena 189

prognosis 173–9, 188

receptive fields enlargement 191

reorganization importance for functional

recovery 188

sensorimotor reorganization 170

signal strength interhemispheric asymmetry

186–7

silent period duration 178–9

somatosensory evoked potentials 175–6

swallowing effects of pharyngeal stimulation

278–9, Fig. 11.3 and 11.4 (Plate)

synaptic relay number 191

TMS

contralateral limb recovery 267–70

predictor of functional outcome 173–9

transcallosal fibre modulation loss 189

unaffected hemisphere 187, 189, 190, 268–9

activation 171, 176–7, 265, 266

constraint induced therapy 276–7

dysphagia recovery 280

following stroke 268–9

hyperexcitability 189
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ipsilateral MEPs 176–7

mechanisms in recovery process 269–70

motor recovery from lingual paralysis 273

pharyngeal representation 272, Fig. 11.1

(Plate)

poststroke aphasia recovery 266–7

poststroke swallowing recovery 280

TMS investigation 268–9

unilateral hemispheric recovery mechanisms

264–73

unilateral motor cortex damage to babies at

birth 77–8

waveshape interhemispheric asymmetry 187

see also poststroke recovery

subthalamic nucleus, deep brain stimulation

(DBS) 295

superoxide 166

supplementary motor area 168

activation poststroke 170

swallowing

cortical representation of musculature 271

function 238–9

functional recovery capacity 272

pharyngeal stimulation 278–9, Fig. 11.3 and

11.4 (Plate)

representation 239

TMS pharyngeal input 278

see also dysphagia; motor cortex, pharyngeal

sympathetic skin response 223

synapses

corticospinal

activity-dependent competition for space

76–8

activity-dependent development 80

monkeys 64

efficacy modulation 100–1, 142

IPAS-induced cortical plasticity 154

excitatory 290

inhibitory 290

learning-induced efficacy 11–14

modification 1, 8

bidirectional 9–10

mechanisms 8–10

range 13, 14–15, Fig. 1.5 (Plate)

plasticity 13–14, 280

remodelling 7

silent 5

synaptic relay number 191

synaptic strengthening 11–14, Fig. 1.5 (Plate)

synaptogenesis 6, 7

tactile discrimination

blind individuals 233

occipital cortex role 236

task performance 111

thalamus, metabolic depression 168

tonotopy 1

transcallosal connections, excitability 247,

248

transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS)

101

transcranial Doppler 269

transcranial electrical stimulation (TES)

anodal stimulation 27, 28

cathodal stimulation 27

corticospinal output of hand area of motor

cortex 26–9

deep corticospinal fibre activation 28

motor threshold in amputees 206

nervous system plasticity 138

polarity 27

single pulse 26–9

spinal cord injury 217

TMS response comparison 36–7

transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS)

afferent input changes 48

after-effects 42–6

amputation effects 207, 240–1

anaesthesia effects 48

animal models 254, 293

behavioural consequences 45, 231

biphasic stimulators 31–2

blind individuals Braille reading 233–7

brain excitability 290–3

changes in movement produced by stimulation

at given point 35–6

circular coils 31

psychiatric disorder treatment 251

constraint-induced movement therapy in

stroke 180, 181, 182

cortical and spinal effect distinction 36–7

cortical excitability overestimation 210

cortical mapping studies 33–5

cortical representation
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transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) (cont.)

amputated limb 211

expansion for muscle adjacent to amputated

limb 207–8

midline structures 271

corticospinal output

hand area of motor cortex 29

leg area of motor cortex 32–3

corticospinal system excitability 205–6

D wave recruitment 30, 31, 32

depression treatment 252–3

descending pathways at level of brainstem 29

descending tract transmastoid stimulation 37

descending volley recording before/after

intervention 36

disruption of ongoing cortical activity 48–9,

50, 232

distal (‘off-line’) 125

dual route of manipulation 136

EMG responses 36

F Waves 37

figure-of-eight coil 29–31, 169–70, 180, 289

MRI scanner 47

spinal cord injury 216

H reflexes 37

human hemispheres 70

human motor cortex 67, 68, 69, 70

intact with one-sided motor cortex damage

72, 73

I waves 30, 31

interstimulus interval (ISI) 37, 38, 39

IPAS-induced plasticity 149–54

lateral anodal stimulation 32

latero-medial orientation 28, 31

long-term effects 296

mania treatment 253

midline muscle recovery 270–3

monophasic pulse in figure-of-eight coil

29–31

monophasic stimulators 31–2

mood disorders 251–5

duration of benefit 253

motoneurone excitability measurement 37

motor cortex stimulation 36–7

movement disorder treatment 256–8

muscle faciliation/relaxation 175

muscle twitch production 48–9

optimal map location changes 35

paired pulse amputation 211–13

paired pulse experiments 37, 38, 39–42

Parkinson’s disease 256–7, 295

performance improvement 49, 51

peripheral input interaction 47–8

physical rehabilitative approach evaluation

273–7

plasticity influence 293–4

plasticity investigation 288–90

posterior–anterior orientation 28

posterior–anterior stimulation 29, 30

prefrontal stimulation effects on mood 254–5

protocols for nervous system plasticity 136,

137, 138–54

reaction time movement interruption in motor

system 49, 50

reorganizational potential of

neurorehabilitation techniques 274–7

repetitive (rTMS) 42–9, 50, 51–2

afferent input changes 48

auditory cortex function testing 238

auditory hallucinations 255

basal ganglia effects 141

behavioural effects in damaged nervous

system 250

behavioural lasting effects 249–50

connected site stimulation production 247

cooperativity of stimulation-induced

plasticity 143–5

cortical activity disruption 232

cortical excitability depression 101, 294

deep nuclei targeting with superficial inputs

248

depression treatment 295

distant site effects 45

duration 43–4

dystonia treatment 257–8, 295–6

epilepsy 295

epileptic phenomena development 44

excitability depression in non-stimulated

motor cortex regions 140–1

facilitation production 44

frequency 43–4

frontal area 141

functional imaging 46–7

GABAergic inhibition reduction 154
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Gilles de la Tourette’s syndrome treatment

257–8

healthy subjects 155–7

inhibitory intracortical circuit activation

139–40

input-specificity of stimulation-induced

plasticity 146–7

intensity 43–4

interaction with peripheral inputs 47–8

interdependent variables 138

intracortical circuitry effects 44

lasting effects 291

long-term potentiation 253

motor cortex excitability 43, 291

motor system excitability 136, 137, 138–40

neural circuit effects 246–8

neurological patient brain reaction 250

obsessive compulsive disorder 255–6

occipital cortex excitability 42–3

paired-pulse inhibition/facilitation 140

paired stimuli 296

Parkinson’s disease patients 158, 256–7

pathological system susceptibility 44

performance disruption 51–2

pharyngeal motor cortex 280–2

physiological lasting effects 249–50

premotor area 141

psychiatric disorder treatment 250–6

remote effects 140–1

repeat use 46

resting corticospinal excitability 42, 44

schizophrenia 255

sensory input combination 293

short interstimulus interval paired-pulse

protocol 140

short interval corticocortical inhibition

increase 247

short latency paired pulse

inhibition/facilitation 247

specificity 247

stimulation frequency variation 138–9

stimulation-induced plasticity 136, 137,

138–41

stimulation intensity 140

stimulus trains 138, 140

subcortical effects 141

swallowing motor cortex 279–82

therapeutic uses 246–58

time course 248–9

virtual lesion effect 51–2

response of area stimulated 232

S1 stimuli 37, 39, 40, 41

S2 stimuli 37, 39, 41

short-term plasticity 212–13

silent period following MEP 219

single pulse in amputation 206–10, 211

single route of manipulation 136

somatotopic organization mapping of motor

cortex 33–5

spinal cord injury 215, 216–17, 219, 220, 221

spinal reflex pathway excitability 37

stimulation trains 232

stroke

affected hemisphere 183

constraint induced therapy 276–7

facilitatory effects of interventions 183

functional outcome prediction 173–9

ipsilateral activation assessment 269

unaffected hemisphere investigation 268–9,

270

suprathreshold and changes in direction of

movements 35–6

sympathetic skin response 223

synaptic mechanisms of corticospinal

activation 30–1

techniques 26–52

TES response comparison 36–7

therapeutic uses 45–6, 294–6

time discrimination 169

transcortical reflexes involving motor cortex 47

unaffected hemisphere beneficial changes

poststroke 273

vertex anodal stimulation 32

virtual lesion effect 48–9, 50, 51

visual stimulus interruption 49, 50

wave recruitment 32

see also MEP

transmitter systems, cortical plasticity 212–13

tumour necrosis factor (TNF) 166

vagus nerve stimulation 252, 253

valence theory of mood regulation 251, 252, 253

ventral horn, NMDA receptor expression 80

violin players 112
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visual association area 235

visual cortex

activation 238

with Braille reading 204

blind individuals 233

DC-induced plasticity 156

horizontal fibres 3–4

non-visual processing modalities 233

stimulation-induced plasticity 292

synaptic depression 79

visual stimulus interruption by TMS 49, 50

visual system

backward masking 49, 51

critical periods for experience-dependent

plasticity 79

disruption of visual search of moving objects

51

postnatal development 75–6

writers’ cramp 158
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